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Abstract
This article explores the use of Mezirow’s Transformative Theory in nursing education. The author offers compelling evidence to broaden the use of this theory by nurse educators in designing curricula while incorporating national standards of practice and safety guidelines. Addressing the disorienting dilemmas facing nursing, letting go of out dated frames of reference can positively impact patient care.

Introduction
The history of nursing demonstrates an incredible resolve to ensure quality and safety for patients. Evidence of quality and safety competencies is present in nursing publications, standards of practice and accreditation guidelines [1]. Education is regarded as the conduit to needed improve quality in the health care system by providing the necessary link to creating the transformation [2]. Nursing students must be prepared with a different set of knowledge, skills and attitudes if quality and safety of health care is to improve [3]. This article explores Mezirow’s Transformative Theory and reviews utilization of the theory by nurses. The author offers compelling evidence to broaden the use Transformative Theory and ultimately transform health care.

Background
The 1999 Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) landmark report, To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System, concluded that thousands of preventable deaths were occurring in U.S. hospitals due to mistakes in direct patient care [4]. A follow-up IOM report was released in 2001, Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health Care System for the 21st Century, calling for major changes in healthcare organizations and for educational institutions to align conditions toward providing care that is safe, effective, patient-centered and efficient [5]. These findings transmitted shockwaves through both the healthcare industry and higher education [6]. Health Professions Education: A Bridge to Quality acknowledged the education of health professionals as a bridge to quality care and concluded that health professionals’ education had not kept current with actual healthcare needs [7]. Specific areas for improvement included concepts such as evidence-based practice, technology advances, diversity changes and new leadership requirements. Clinical education was considered to also have fallen behind lacking adequate responses to evolving health care practice requirements [8]. It is apparent that graduating nursing students are not prepared to transition into nursing practice environments with critical quality and safety competencies [9].

In higher education programs, curriculum is one of the key elements in preparing students for occupations in a global society. Course curricula are commonly taught based on the view of faculty. A majority of faculty often lack opportunity to participate in review and assessment of the suitable dimension of courses offered at their respective institutions [10]. There are broader political and practical contexts to consider which frame the requirement for competent practice. The establishment of clear and unmistakable connections between expectations upon entering professional practice, appropriate utilization of technology and the inclusion modern pedagogical strategies are essential to promote a true knowledge shift [11]. Knowledge production and current approaches to education have become more externally positioned and supervised beyond the university setting. In many instances, specialized education has shifted from professional knowledge to application [12,13].

Nursing curricula is undergoing scrutiny in many U.S. states. Goals of curriculum redesign address the current nursing shortage, increase the educational preparation of practicing nurses, and foster smooth transition from the educational institution to the practice setting [14]. Educators and clinical leaders are examining traditional clinical learning assignments to determine effectiveness in meeting the challenges facing the health care system [15]. In many instances the apprenticeship model is utilized in the clinical setting with disease and illness oriented curricula taught in the classroom. Faculty often teach in a manner in which they were taught during nursing school, focusing on covering content [16]. Scholarly teaching for nursing education is being challenged by existing workplace standards [12]. Reconsideration of traditional assumptions about formal education and curriculum is required to prepare proficient graduates with appropriate skills for the twenty-first century [11].

The National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) [17] reported the number of new graduates successfully passing the National Council of Licensure Examination (NCLEX-RN) in 2010 at 123,158. These newly licensed nurses represent the number of nurses eligible to transition into the nursing workforce. NCSBN also reported the extent of registered nurses in the United States holding active license in 2010 at 3,853,870, which depicts the huge influence on delivery of patient care [17].

In the position statement, Nursing: A Call to Reform, the National League for Nursing called for innovation and stated that previous attempts to reform nursing education have resulted in a reshuffling of course content instead of significant changes [18]. Nursing
educational leaders are obliged to confront individual frames of reference held by nurse educators to promote transformation and the inclusion of appropriate aspects of quality and safety curricula.

In higher education programs, curriculum is one of the key elements in preparing students for occupations in a global society. Course curricula are commonly taught based on the view of faculty. A majority of faculty often lack opportunity to participate in review and assessment of the suitable dimension of courses offered at their respective institutions [10]. There are broader political and practical contexts to consider, which frame the requirements for competent practice. The establishment of clear and unmistakable connections between expectations upon entering professional practice, appropriate utilization of technology and the inclusion modern pedagogical strategies are essential to promote a true knowledge shifts [11]. Knowledge production and current approaches to education have become more externally positioned and supervised beyond the university setting. In many instances, specialized education has shifted from professional knowledge to application of professional knowledge [12,13].

### Transformative Learning Theory

Transformative Learning addresses the shift of consciousness experienced when confronted with a disorienting dilemma [19]. The focus of transformative theory implies that presumptions and ways of being come under examination and challenge deeply held viewpoints. Adults encounter disorienting dilemmas and grapple with decisions, ideas, values and beliefs, which to this point have fit their way of thinking or habit of behavior. This process creates emotional stress, but can lead to transformation of former perspectives [20]. The goal of transformative learning is to understand personal actions and views that drive decisions by exploring the values and knowledge on which the conclusions are based [21].

Transformative Learning begins with a disorienting dilemma that triggers passionate responses demanding critical reflection of personal assumptions, attitudes and beliefs. Vulnerability occurs when existing perspectives are questioned. This process is uncomfortable and often takes time to resolve, as new ideas and frames of reference are confronted [20]. Critical reflection is required to decisively explore and understand the basis of personal perceptions. The theory provides strategies to foster transparent, thoughtful decisions and lead to sustained perspective transformation (Mezirow, 2000). Mezirow describes seven levels of reflection as Reflectivity, Affective Reflectivity, Discriminate Reflectivity, Judgmental Reflectivity, Conceptual Reflectivity, Psychic Reflectivity, and Theoretical Reflectivity [22,23].

Perspective transformation is described as the process of becoming critically aware of how and why personal assumptions have come to constrain the way humans perceive, understand, and feel about the world; changing these structures of habitual expectations to make possible a more inclusive, discriminating, and integrative perspective; and finally making choices or otherwise action upon these new understandings [20]. When an individual's habitual expectations or beliefs are changed, this results in perspective transformation [24].

According to Mezirow and Associates [19], the process of perspective transformation consists of 10 phases. The ten steps of the process do not have to be followed in linear progression. Learners may stop along the process of perspective transformation for extended or brief periods of time (p. xii). Mezirow noted that a standstill was more likely when important relationships are threatened. The ten phases are:

- A disorienting dilemma.
- Self-examination with feelings of fear, anger or shame.
- A critical assessment of assumption.
- Recognition that one’s discontent and the process of transformation are shared.
- Exploration of options for new roles, relationships and actions.
- Planning a course of action.
- Acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing one's plans.
- Provisional trying of new roles.
- Building competence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships.
- A reintegration into one’s life on the basis of conditions dictated by one's new perspective (p. 22).

### Disorienting Dilemmas in Nursing

Disorienting dilemmas currently facing the nursing progression are multi-faceted. Nursing curricula are overloaded with content and curricula is often superficially taught leading to deficient understanding which threatens adequate provision of patient care [25,26]. A 2008 report from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality reveals that preventable medical injuries are increasing annually by 1% in spite of a national focus on patient safety and quality improvement. This calls into question adequate integration of patient safety and quality improvement content in the curricula of health care professionals [27].

In the United States, the landmark Carnegie study conducted by Benner, Sutphen, Leonard, and Day documented the insufficient training of nurses, including poor quality of classroom instruction, limited assimilation between classroom and clinical experience, lack of adequate pre-requisites and curricular requirements and disappointment with the teaching –instruction preparation of current nursing faculty [28]. Orsolini-Hain and Malone describe factors contributing to an imminent decline in clinical nursing expertise. The authors cite an increased proportion of practicing novice nurses (less than one year clinical experience) to experienced nurses and the increased rate of veteran nurse and nurse educator’s retirement as a critical threat to sustaining delivery of safe nursing care [29].

### Review of Research

A review of research utilizing Mezirow’s transformative learning theory in nursing education was conducted. Several database searches were conducted accessing: Proquest, ERIC, PubMed, CINAHL. Criteria for selecting studies were based on the use of transformational learning as the primary theoretical framework and findings which support the purpose of the proposed research. Each study had a sample and methodology segment and offered findings supporting the utilization of transformative learning theory. A bulk of studies utilize transformational learning theory to modify student perceptions [30], evaluate students’ journal writings using Mezirow’s stages of reflection [31] and scrutinize development of professionalism in RN-BSN students [32]. One study explored innovative pedagogies used in nursing education [33].
Purposes and Settings of Research

The studies are grouped in how they enlighten some characteristic of transformational learning. Nursing students used critical reflection to apply transformational learning in the classroom and clinical settings to confront assumptions of pre-licensure students in a summer externship program [29], develop professionalism as a BSN prepared nurse [32], describe clinical problem solving and quantify the level of reflection through student journaling [30,31]. One study explored the pedagogical style and non-traditional educational strategies used by nurse educators [33].

Most studies were situated in formal higher education nursing classrooms [30-33]. The remaining studies looked at a summer clinical externship program and innovative classroom strategies utilized by international nursing faculty [29,33].

Research Methods

The majority of research methods make use of a qualitative research design but employ different approaches. Ruth-Sahd, Beck and McCall [33] used individual discussions, focus group discussions and reflective surveys to collect data from pre-licensure nursing students participating in a summer clinical program. Qualitative techniques were used to analyze the associate degree nursing student weekly journals and guided question responses. Levels of student reflections were different between the students working in pairs as opposed to those working independently [30]. A group of junior baccalaureate nursing students wrote three journal entries while taking a health assessment course. Researchers reviewed the journal entries for progression of student reflections using Mezirow’s seven levels of reflection [31]. Morris and Faulk examined responses to open-ended questions from recent RN-to-BSN graduates requesting the respondents to identify learning activities which create re-socialization and critical reflection of BSN roles and values specified by the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) [32].

The only quantitative research design used an electronic survey. The survey was distributed to 10,467 Sigma Theta Tau International members to explore the most up-to-date pedagogies utilized among nurse educators. The three part survey utilized drop down lists, multiple check boxes options and blank lines for open responses [33].

Impact of Transformative Learning Research

The research findings focus on student reflections within a variety of settings. The pre-licensure summer clinical externship program was found to positively impact externs’ perceptions, values and beliefs about entering nursing practice [29]. Students working in pairs demonstrated stronger associations with classroom theory and practice than students working individual [30]. Mezirow’s levels of reflection were found to be useful for evaluation of student reflection. These results suggest that the seven levels of reflection can be used to challenge traditional beliefs in beginning nursing students [31].

Morris and Faulk [32] concluded that changes in professional behavior can occur by planning learning activities in nursing curricula. Professional behavior changes were observed as superior connection with the health care team, improved patient advocacy, and increased confidence in the patient-family teacher role.

The investigators found that a majority of respondents see the teacher role as facilitator and information provider. The conventional teacher-centered approach remains the most prevalent teaching style. Additionally, the findings uncover the continued utilization of traditional teaching methods among nurse educators which hinders innovation and transformation in nursing education [33].

The majority of nursing literature focuses on transforming student perspectives, using critical reflection as a means to socialize RN-BSN nursing students, or to challenge assumptions of innovative clinical experiences. Literature describing transformation of faculty perspectives about the educator role and curriculum is limited. The implications for utilization of research based findings into curricula and student clinical experiences are needed.

Conclusion

Literature describing transformational learning as a means to challenge nurse educators’ frames of reference to impart curriculum change was non-existent. Nursing education leaders must confront individual frames of references and long-held traditions [34-37] by nurse educators to promote transformation in curricula used to prepare nurses for transition into practice [16]. Transformative Learning Theory may be the missing connection to endorse sustained change within the nursing profession. This theory affords faculty and practicing nurses a sound perspective to critically examine assumptions and beliefs and respond with thoughtful decisions and long lasting actions. The process of critical reflection and dialogue with trusted colleagues is essential to achieving legitimate perspective transformation leading to sustained improvement.

Nursing faculty must examine their frame of reference of teaching to incorporate strategies to best prepare nursing graduates for a complex health care system. The nursing profession faces lingering nursing shortages, increasingly complex health care systems, new nurse graduates unprepared to meet emerging health care demands, continued increased occurrences of safety errors, overloaded content-laden curricula, and a nursing workforce with a majority educated in associate degree nursing programs [16]. Transforming education which impacts nursing should begin with nurse educators. New clinical recommendations must be incorporated into contemporary health care practices. The attitudes and beliefs of nurses can be shaped
and transformed to apply progressive measures which improve patient care.
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